
 

Hi, my name is Ellie and I am a Broadcast Journalism Student! I 
am running for Head of Online because I feel I can promote 
shock though social media well. I am confident in using Wix and 
you’ll never miss an event having me in charge of Shock’s Social 
Media! 

I currently have two shows on Shock, one on a Wednesday at 
8pm called ‘This Weeks Deets’ where me and my friends talk 

about what has been popular on the internet in the past week. Then one on a Thursday at 
10pm called ‘The Indie List’ where I interview singers, songwriters and anyone that creates 
music in the alternative genre. If I am not at Media City, I am in Shock!  

I am the social media manager for both of my shows promoting the content each week on 
Twitter using TweetDeck to schedule the tweets if I happen to be at work at the time. This is 
an effective skill and website to use so that there is reminders, information and promotion 
going out at all times of the day, whether that be in the morning when we are all on our 
phones or of a dinner time when we are waiting for our food to cook. This is a good skill to 
have as Head of Online as I can promote your shows all day every day to make sure that 
everyone is listening to your shows showcasing all your different skills and talents across our 
radio platform! 

I would like to do more competitions too and if I am successful as Head of Online, I will bring 
you more competitions that are better than ever including free tickets to events at the SU, 
free food vouchers for places like Nandos (which everyone loves surely?) and even a few Shock 
Radio goodies like T-Shirts with our logo on!  

I would like to work with the head of tech to make videos to make sure people know there way 
around the studio and can edit their pre-recorded shows or their podcasts effectively! 

I want to promote every show and make sure that everyone gets an equal time on our social 
media. To do this, I will make sure that we push the use of snapchat even more and do more 
Instagram take overs for you all showcasing what your shows are all about and showcasing who 
you are as people not just voices on the radio! But as well as this, I would like to get shows 
involved in competitions by promoting them on this show. Each week a show will be given a 
small competition to promote on their show, they will be able to promote this all themselves 
with the help of myself, on social media. This will also allow people to get more listeners on 
their shows and to get more social interaction with their audiences.  This will also provoke 
collaboration and conversation between radio shows so as we can reference what is going on in 
other shoes. This will help us promote each other’s shows if we know what other people are 
doing as well as making everything look more streamlined. 

Vote for me and all your social media and online worries will disappear ☺   

Ellie MacDonald 
Broadcast Journalism Student 

Running for Head of Online. 


